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FAMILY LITERACY PROGRAM OUTCOMES REPORT 2016  

WHY FAMILY LITERACY MATTERS   

The ability to read is a gateway skill to positive life outcomes, and development of that skill starts early.  There is 

overwhelming academic consensus that the preschool years (0-5 years) are a crucial period of pre-literacy development 

and that children of parents who foster literacy-rich home environments are more likely to start kindergarten with the 

skills they need to learn to read successfully. However, parents from underserved communities often lack access to 

opportunities that support their children’s learning. This is reflected locally where a high percentage of children from 

low-income families within San Diego Unified School District enter kindergarten below California State Kindergarten 

Preparedness Standards, putting them at significantly higher risk for illiteracy and low-literacy later in lifei.  

PURPOSE  

We believe that parents need empowering experiences in order to become agents of change and advocates for their 

families.  We also believe that literacy is the foundation of community and economic development, that when everyone 

can read, whole communities thrive. That’s why in our Family Literacy Program, we aim to meet parents where they are, 

in places they already go, and give them the “ah-ha!” moments that lead to deepened reading engagement.  

PROGRAM METHOD 

Our seven-week workshop series provides 10.5 hours of parent education on topics of early literacy development for 

preschool age children. Each workshop includes an information session and skill building exercises for parents, group 

story time, and guided activities for parents and children. Workshop content has been adapted from the Let’s Read 

Together Early Literacy Curriculum developed by the University of California Cooperative Extension.  

OUTPUTS - OUR REACH IN 2016  
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OUTCOMES – WHAT CHANGED FOR FAMILIES  

The models we researched while designing the program showed that providing books alone is not enough to jumpstart 

or strengthen reading habits at home. Instead, the most successful family literacy program models focus on changing (1) 

parent behavior and their understanding of their role in children’s pre-literacy development, and (2) increasing parent 

understanding of the impact of a positive environment on a child’s education.   

Using this research base as a guide, our program focuses on three, key impact goals. That:    

1. Parents develop an enduring commitment to reading. Meaning parents internalize the value of reading and 

develop durable family reading habits as they experience positive, shared reading interactions with their young 

children. 

2. Parents and children become life-long learners. Meaning parents experience positive attitudinal shifts about 

learning and their role as their child’s first and foremost teacher. Parents expand knowledge of children’s brain 

and reading development, and practices that support their children’s learning. 

3. Parents become advocates for their children and their futures. Meaning parents are empowered to invest in 

the future of their family by increasing self-confidence in their role as their child’s first and foremost teacher. 

Our ultimate objective is that children and their parents believe in the power of reading and love what reading means in 

their lives. That is the tipping point between someone who can read and someone who calls themselves a reader. To get 

there, our program aims specifically to influence how parents feel, what they know, and what they do about their child’s 

reading development.  

In our fourth year of the program, the workshop series continues to show progress in raising Ret Ready to Read! 
Revised screen scores and providing parents the tools and confidence to change reading behaviors in the home.  

LITERACY SCREENING FOR CHILDREN  

Children participating in the program were screened using the Get Ready to Read! Revised (GRTR) screening toolii, a 

research-based series of questions for children ages 3-5 years, to determine whether they have the early literacy skills 

they need to become readers. The screening tool looks at print knowledge, linguistic awareness and emergent writing.   

Before the program, children scored an average of 13 out of a possible 25 on the Get Ready to Read! Revised screening 

tool. Post program average score rose to 16, an increase of 23%.   

FIGURE AT RIGHT ADDRESSES THE SCREENING SCORES OF 

CHILDREN IN RELATION TO THEIR AGE. BEFORE THE 

PROGRAM, FOR EXAMPLE, ONLY 17% OF CHILDREN SCORED 

ABOVE AVERAGE FOR THEIR AGE. HOWEVER, AFTER THE 

PROGRAM, 36% OF CHILDREN SCORED ABOVE AVERAGE FOR 

THEIR AGE. THAT MEANS 53% MORE CHILDREN SCORED 

ABOVE AVERAGE FOR THEIR AGE AFTER THEIR FAMILIES 

COMPLETED THE PROGRAM.  

We have served an increasing number of families each year of the program, and interestingly, the average gain of 23-

24% in GRTR screening scores has remained consistent across that four-year history.  
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WHAT PARENTS SAID  

In addition to the scores from the GRTR screening tool, parents were asked to 

complete a retroactive evaluation survey during the last week of the program. 

This survey intends to measure parent confidence in reading to their child and 

understanding how small children develop as readers, the importance placed on 

literacy building activities, and literacy behaviors before and after the program. 

SURVEY RESPONSES FROM PARENTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE PROGRAM 

WERE 100% POSITIVE. OVERWHELMINGLY, PARENTS STATED THEY WERE 

READING MORE WITH THEIR CHILDREN, THAT THEY LEARNED MORE ABOUT 

EARLY LITERACY DEVELOPMENT IN YOUNG CHILDREN AND HAD LEARNED 

VALUABLE WAYS TO INCLUDE READING WITH THEIR CHILDREN IN THEIR 

DAILY ACTIVITIES.  

Excitingly, by program’s end 87% of parents reported having a 

routine for sharing books with their children at home – a key 

indicator of future reading success. That’s almost double the 

number of families with routines when they began the program!    
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FULL RETROACTIVE PARENT EVALUATION   

The figures below compare how many parents rated themselves at the highest end of the scale for key indicators before 

and after the program. The % increase on the far right reflects how many MORE parents rated themselves at the highest 

end of the scale for each indicator after completing the program.  Note that n=113.  

 

 

 

  

+153%

+150%

+135%

+104%

+102%

+93%

+81%

+80%

+63%

+51%

I know how my preschool age child learns

I know how to create language rich environment for my preschooler

I know how to choose books for my preschooler

I see myself as my child's first teacher

I know the importance of signing songs and saying rhymes with my…

I know how to effectively read aloud to my child

I know the importance of play in my child's learning

I know the importance of exploring the environment in my child's…

I know the importance of reading to my child everyday

I know the importance of talking and listening to my child

BEFORE AND AFTER COMPARISON OF PARENT RATING THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF EARLY 
LITERACY CONCEPTS AS HIGH OR VERY HIGH  

Before After

+100%

+96%

+78%

+75%

+73%

+73%,

+67%

+57%

+56%

I visit the library with my child

My child sees adults reading and writing at home

I help my child read words that appear in the community

My child asks me to look at books with him/her

My child looks at books by him/her self

I spend time with my child working on creative activities

I looks at books with my child

My child tries to write letters or words

I help my child write letters or words

BEFORE AND AFTER COMPARISON OF PARENTS RATING THE FREQUENCY OF LITERACY 
BUILDING BEHAVIORS AS OFTEN OR VERY OFTEN 

Before After

+158%
+109%

+88%
+81%

+68%
+63%

+52%
+50%
+43%
+41%

I link items in the story to aspects of my child's life or experiences

I ask my child to tell me about the pictures

My child pays attention to the story

My child answers my questions about the story

I praise my child for listening to the story and helping me read

I point out letter and words in the book

My child asks questions about the story

My child holds the book and turns the pages

My child talks about or names things in the pictures

My child chooses the book we read

BEFORE AND AFTER COMPARISON OF PARENTS RATING THE FREQUENCY OF BOOK 
SHARING BEHAVIORS OFTEN OR VERY OFTEN 

Before After
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FULL RETROACTIVE PARENT EVALUATION   

Looking at the data from a different angle, below is a summary of the average response on a Likert scale of 1-5 for each 

item on the retroactive parent evaluation, as self-reported by parents before and after the program. Note that n=113.  

 

Literacy Building Behaviors (scale of 1-5, where 1=low & 5=higher frequency) Before After Change 

My child asks me, or other family members, to look at books with him/her 3.54 4.74 +34% 

My child looks at books by him/herself 3.62 4.75 +31% 

My child sees adults reading and writing at home  3.44 4.40 +28% 

My child tries to write letters or words 3.59 4.45 +24% 

I, or other family members, look at books with my child  3.73 4.78 +28% 

I, or other family members, try to help my child write letters or words 3.70 4.69 +27% 

I, or other family members, try to help my child read words or letters that appear in the 
community (like words on a stop or exit sign) 

3.57 4.61 +29% 

I, or other family members, spend time with my child working on creative activities (like singing, 
dancing, drawing and storytelling) 

3.55 4.68 +32% 

I, or other family members, visit the library with my child 2.81 3.39 +31% 

 

Access and Routine Before After Change 

Has a routine for looking at books with your child   48% 87% +90% 

About how many books do you have a t home?  20 26 +23% 

 

Book Sharing Behaviors (scale of 1-5, where 1=low & 5=higher frequency) Before After Change 

My child pays attention to the story 3.6 4.69 +30% 

My child talks about or names things in the pictures 3.9 4.83 +24% 

My child asks questions about the story 3.6 4.56 +26% 

My child answers my questions about the story 3.6 4.67 +31% 

My child holds the book and turns the pages 3.9 4.84 +25% 

My child chooses the book we read 4.1 4.88 +20% 

I praise my child for listening to the story and helping me read 3.8 4.81 +26% 

I ask my child to tell me about the pictures 3.5 4.89 +40% 

I point out words and letters in the book 3.7 4.80 +30% 

I link items in the story to aspects of my child’s life or experiences 3.2 4.57 +42% 

Parent Knowledge (scale of 1-5, where 1=low & 5=high)  Before After Change 

I see myself as my child’s first teacher 3.53 4.72 +34% 

I know how my preschool child learns 3.20 4.71 +47% 

I know the importance of reading to my child everyday 3.87 4.90 +27% 

I know the importance of talking & listening to my child 3.89 4.94 +27% 

I know the importance of singing and saying rhymes with my child 3.45 4.76 +38% 

I know the importance of play in my child’s learning 3.68 4.91 +34% 

I know the importance of exploring the environment in my child’s learning 3.63 4.84 +33% 

I know how to effectively read aloud to my child 3.67 4.81 +31% 

I know how to choose books for my preschooler 3.30 4.73 +43% 

I know how to create language rich environments for my child 3.17 4.68 +47% 
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PARENT COMMENTS AND FOCUS GROUP RESPONSES  

AFTER THE PROGRAM, PARENTS REPORTED POSITIVE CHANGES IN ATTITUDES ABOUT READING AT HOME AND FELT 

MORE EMPOWERED TO HELP THEIR CHILDREN.   

 

The word cloud pictured above was generated from the written comments of parents, highlighting the positive patterns 

in their responses regarding how reading at home had changed and what they valued most about what they had learned 

in the program. Note that the size of the word reflects its frequency in comments from a group of 113 parents.  

Parent comments about changes included:  

"I have learned so many different ways to get involved in my kids’ lives through reading. This experience has changed my life 

and my kids enjoy it so much reading with me."  

"We now make sure to read every night!" 

"Reading has become a daily routine. Before we would sit down and watch TV." 

"I've learned to let my kids go through books at their pace and to have more fun with it." 

“My participation has increased her confidence, when she sees me interacting she wants to as well.” 

"I can definitely see a change; it’s not reading because we have to! It's now reading with an objective of acknowledging and 

understanding what we're reading. Knowing how children's mind and brain work. How many things connect and have a 

positive outcome. It's takes words and pictures for them to capture the information and be hands on."  

"Before when I use to read the children became bored because I use to read each word in the book and I would turn the 

page. Now when I read books I make expressions, sounds, play, and they say the words."  
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"It has created a fun, light, enjoyable reading time followed by actual activities and conversations with life connections!"  

“We explore books more and we take our time looking at the pictures. We also talk more about the story than before.”  

Parents were also asked to identify the most valuable thing they learned through participating in the workshops. Their 

statements suggested a better understanding of the importance of reading with their children and their own roles in 

their children’s literacy development. About learning they said: 

"Before I did not read to any of my sons or daughter. When I began to attend the program I began to realize how important 

it is for the children. Reading is an important part because it taught my child to be more curious and asks more questions 

when we read." 

“I have learned to be a better mom, more fun and playful with my daughter thanks to this program.”  

“I learned new ways to talk to my children from other mothers. “ 

“I learned that we offer a treasure to our children by making reading more enjoyable, it is a great privilege for my whole 

family.” 

"I learned that there are many ways to read and enjoy a book, in such a manner that my children are more interested in the 

story."  

“It is a great time to spend with my child and see and hear how much she knows and doesn’t know. Also, she learns lesson 

and morals from books and relates them to real life. Reading also helps her with developing who she is and what kind of 

person to be.” 

“To ask questions and do activities to motivate them the read and listen. And that the language you use is not important 

when you read at home.”   

"I always believed in reading to your kids, and just really happy it's being brought to the community and other parents. I 

don't think it's the norm in the Hispanic community." 

Finally, we asked parents to identify something they had done for the very first time while participating in the 

workshops. Their statements suggested an increased engagement with their child’s learning and school community. 

About first time experiences they said:  

“We have a reading routine!” 

“Just taking this class with her. It is something that we can do together and we make it our special thing by telling others 

‘We have to go to a book club’ this makes her feel so special.” 

 “I started a little library (designated a special drawer) with the books we got from this program.” 

“We bought books instead of toys at the store!” 

“In my case, I explain it to my husband and together we both read to our children.” 

“Before we read frequently but in a different manner, now we talk more about the book and we do the things the characters 

do, we are creative at reading time. “ 

“Reading with a meaning! Not just reading because we have to. I read and point out the important things and details so 

they can picture what's next or they can next time we read they mimic or pretend to be someone in the story.” 

“I had fun like a little girl, played and meet new people.” 
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REFLECTIONS AND ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

IN OUR FOURTH YEAR OF THE FAMILY LITERACY PROGRAM, WE CONTINUE TO SEE THAT SUPPORTING PARENT 

INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY DEVELOPMENT TRANSLATES TO STRONGER READING HABITS AT HOME, AND THAT GIVEN 

THE TOOLS, PARENTS ARE READY TO INVEST IN THEIR CHILD’S LEARNING.  

REFLECTIONS  

Several tweaks this past year provided opportunities to grow the program in important ways:  

Frist, we expanded our team by partnering with the Department of Child and Family Development at San Diego State 

University to provide field experience for students in exchange for high-level volunteer support. This worked beautifully 

and we hope to formalize the relationship with other universities in San Diego with similar degree tracks. Katy Zaragoza, 

our first student volunteer in the program from SDSU brought enthusiasm, organization and a growing command of 

child and family development concepts to the table, connecting easily with families during sessions and helping the 

program run smoothly with behind the scenes preparation. 

Secondly, we expanded the program to elementary school campuses as part of our participation in the Diamond 

Education Excellent Partnership (DEEP) in southeast San Diego. This also worked wonderfully as hosting a family literacy 

program was part of the partnership’s community-identified strategy to support reading outcomes at targeted 

elementary schools in southeast San Diego. On the logistical side of things, the elementary school sites had the largest 

family groups of the year, averaging 15-20 families each – making efficient use of program materials and a workshop 

facilitators’ time. They why behind these bigger groups includes several influences: In the past, we’ve implemented the 

program almost exclusively at Child Development Centers, which require parents to be in school, working or seeking 

employment to access services there. At times, this put participating in or finishing our program at odds with parent 

schedules. However, elementary schools serve larger populations in general and do not have such eligibility 

requirements of parents, thus providing us a bigger pool from which to recruit families.  Buy-in from school leadership 

through their role in the DEEP partnership also helped spread the word about programming and fostered a momentum 

among parents to get involved on their child’s campus. Both benefited students, campus climate and our program reach.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

Moving forward, we want to continue exploring what this program can look like for preschool participants with siblings. 

Parents often comment on how changes in reading habits with their preschooler changes the tone with siblings as well. 

How can we engage those siblings directly? Future enhancements of the program could include expanding the 

curriculum for infants, toddlers, children in Kindergarten through 3rd grade, and finding ways to encourage children who 

enjoy reading to share books with their siblings. Reading development is a family affair and these too are critical years 

for children to connect reading with family and fun!   

In the meantime, each spring we look forward to meeting new families and building strong reading habits together – 

discovering the growth and magic that comes along with sharing stories.  

i (Sadowski, 2006)   

ii The primary tool used for assessing reading readiness in children was The Get Ready to Ready (GRTR) screening tool. Developed by the National Center for 

Learning Disabilities with the help of nationally recognized experts on early literacy and child development, the GRTR screening tool was selected as the most 
applicable assessment by University of San Diego graduate student team during the planning phase of the program pilot. The GRTR was administered at each of the 

sites two times, once at the beginning of a seven-week intervention period and once at the end. 

                                                                 


